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Abstract— A sensor network communication capabilities are restricted because of architectural formation. It is required
to achieve the effective network coverage and localization. In this work, a fuzzy adaptive constraint analysis model is
defined to provide the optimization in the network formation. In earlier stage of this model, the network density and area
based analysis is performed. Later on the load, energy and criticality parameters are taken to obtain the controller nodes
over the network. These controllers are then defined with area specification to provide controlled communication. The
simulation results show that the presented work model has optimized the network coverage and improved the network life.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Coverage is having its significance to improve the communication reliability in constraint specific sensor network. The network is defined
with the restricted specification in terms of energy constraints, sensing range etc.
Coverage is a fundamental issue in a WSN, which determines how well a phenomenon of interest (area or target) is monitored or tracked
by sensors [4]. Effectiveness of coverage system in a sensor network will improve the QoS for different network operations so that the
improvement to network localization and clustering will be achieved. The core phenomenon defined with coverage is to identify the
existence of some node in the sensing range so that effective communication and monitoring will be performed. It is also effective to
improve the network reliability because of high connectivity ratio. Additionally the coverage formulations try to find the weak points i.e.
the points which are least covered by the sensors in a sensor field and suggest future deployment and reconfiguration schemes for
improving the coverage performance. Generally the coverage involves the two basic ideas [5]:

The evaluation of coverage performance when the sensor nodes are deployed in the monitoring region.

The improvement of the coverage performance when the sensor network cannot effectively satisfy the application requirements.
Sensing coverage characterizes the monitoring quality provided by a sensor network in a designated region. Different applications require
different degree of sensing coverage. There are various associated application depends on coverage range analysis so that network
monitoring and node tracking will be done effectively. The effectiveness of this node tracking depends on associated parameters including
the energy specification, fading rate and failure probability. These parameters collectively increase the network strength and tolerance
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under different deficiencies. The requirement vectors for the network are also changed because of these parameters. The coverage
requirement may also change after a network has been deployed, for instance, due to changes in application modes or environmental
conditions. Each sensor node is able to sense the phenomenon in a definite sensing area. Any point in the sensing area of a sensor is said to
be covered by the sensor. The sensing area of a sensor is normally assumed to be a disk with the sensor located at the center. The radius of
the disk is called the sensing range of the sensor. Considering the coverage concept, the formulation of network can be improved so that
network life will be improved and the energy consumption over the network will be reduced[1][5][6].
Coverage Problems are fundamental and crucial in designing a wireless sensor network. The coverage Problem of the WSN are to cover
the whole area or set of specific targets within where we would like to scrutiny in an unremitting period by deploying abundant sensors
randomly. It is caused by three main reasons: not enough sensors to cover the whole Region of Interest (ROI), limited sensing range and
random deployment. As sensors are operated using limited power supply some of them die out resulting in inadequate sensors to fully
cover the ROI.A sensor’s sensing range is confined to a certain radius due to which sensor cannot cover the region outside its sensing range
which results to the coverage problem. All aspects of network coverage includes area coverage, target coverage and barrier coverage are
affected through various associated factors including the energy, failure rate and connectivity vectors. Depended on the coverage objectives
and applications, they can be roughly classified [6] on the basis of what is to be covered, namely area coverage, Target coverage and
Barrier coverage.

Target Coverage Problems: there exists a set of predetermined targets which need to be monitored (covered) in a fixed deployed
area. Due to limited battery energy of deployed sensors, target coverage problem are focusing on designing effective scheduling
algorithms to prolong the time for monitoring these targets.

Area Coverage Problems: In an interested area we have to ensure that every point of the whole area can be monitored by at least
one sensor. The coverage problem is to maximize the time for monitoring the whole area.

Barrier Coverage Problems: Given a barrier we want to guarantee that every object moves across the barrier will be detected by
the deployed sensors.
Among these problems, area coverage problem have already received extensive attention in past years. On the other hand other two
problems begin to draw attention recently. Our work focuses on target coverage problem in a sensor network. Coverage is in general
associated with energy-efficiency and network connectivity, two important properties of WSN. Various algorithms has been proposed to
solve the above coverage problems. Our research focus on the following considerations: evaluating and improving coverage performance
for target coverage, while maximizing the network lifetime.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Lot of work is already done, in the area of area coverage by different researchers in the form of localization algorithms. Some of the work
defined by earlier researchers is defined here under
Author [1] discussed the types of coverage problem according to different standards. They studied the types of the coverage problem
according to the deployment of the networks, the characters of monitored areas or targets, the sensing models of sensor nodes and so on. To
improve the coverage performance an algorithm is also proposed in this paper. Using the mobility of nodes, the algorithm can move
redundant nodes to uncovered area. Although there are some limits of energy and node hardware, the algorithm is still effective in practice.
Author[2] review the common strategies used in solving coverage problem in WSN. They reviewed the researches done in maximizing
coverage of WSN by sensors positioning. The approaches covered for the analysis includes the grid based approach, physical position
estimation approach and the stress analysis approach. Theory and concepts along with the examples of the algorithms proposed using these
approaches were presented. The reviewed strategies each have their own benefits or costs.
Author [3] also explored the coverage concept under different parameters so that effective network deployment will be done. Author has
identify the parameters involved in the coverage including the connectivity analysis and energy level comparison. Once the parameters will
be collected, these properties will be combined under classification methods to obtain the coverage level analysis. These properties includes
point level coverage estimation, block level estimation and the barrier point identification approach. Author has explored all these methods
under different algorithmic approaches. Author [4] defined a work on static estimation to the network deployment under location
uncertainity. Author has analyze the network for random positioning of nodes as well as targets and perform the energy level estimation
with different resource constraints. These constraints include the resource restriction so that network life will be improved. Author
identified the vectors based on which reliable and energy effective coverage can be obtained over the network. Author[5] presented a study
based work on coverage estimation under different design problems of sensor network. Author analyzed the core constraints for network
generation so that the long term challenges will be covered. These constraints include the connectivity analysis, load analysis, energy
effectiveness analysis and coverage range analysis. Author presented the work in the form of study as well as comparative analysis so that
effective area coverage will be obtained over the network.
Various algorithms are proposed by the researches in order to optimize the problem. Disjoint and Non-Disjoint approaches are used to
generate the cover sets which are used to cover specific targets. In Disjoint sets there is no intersection among the sets, the sensors are
allowed to participate only in one cover set. This approach does not increase the network time effectively. In Non-Disjoint approach the
sensor may participate in more than one cover sets. This approach increases the network lifetime if proper scheduling algorithm is used.
Author[6] defined work specific to resolve the problem of target coverage and provided the solution in terms of improved network life.
Author has presented a weighted approach under coverage analysis on different constraints. These constraints generated the set of vectors
based on which the effective network coverage can be obtained and the network life can be improved/ Author also presented the estimation
under polynomial time analysis so that network life will be improved over the network. Author[7] maximize the network lifetime for target
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coverage problem by organizing the sensors into maximum disjoint set covers and these are activated successively. Author[8] focused on
one of the major issues of target coverage problem of sensor network that is maximize the network lifetime, which can be solved by
selecting minimum working nodes that will cover all the targets. The main objective is to determine the coverage ratio of all targets which
have been significantly improved in comparison with the basic ant colony algorithm. The target coverage problem has been optimized by
making it energy efficient using modified ant colony algorithm.
Author[9] proposed an energy-balance heuristic distributed algorithm based on energy utility of sensors. The target coverage problem with
adjustable sensing ranges is transformed into the h-hop local target coverage problem with adjustable sensing ranges. Secondly, he
considered the key constraint of network lifetime by introducing the definition of key target, design the energy utility function based on the
ratio of target coverage contribution to energy consumption cost and establish the adaptive adjustment mechanism of waiting time. The
simulation shows that the proposed algorithm can prolong greatly the network lifetime and has lower computational complexity and
communication complexity, good scalability and stability. Author [10] investigated lifetime optimization for target coverage in wireless
sensor network with QoS requirements in this approach a column corresponding to feasible solution is generated. Author[11] proposed a
heuristic greedy optimum coverage algorithm to maximize network lifetime for target coverage. Firstly they analyzed the energy model for
target coverage and presented the definition of key target and the coverage priority of key target. Then a strategy for sensor selection in
which the sensor with more energy utility is prior chosen as active sensor is designed. Then the algorithm is proposed based on minimizing
the energy consumption of key target and maximizing energy efficiency of sensor node. The algorithm is highly effective and good
scalable[12][13].

III.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this present work an optimization to the network architecture is obtained based on the localization and coverage vectors.
The work is defined to provide the communication optimization model based on three main stages shown in figure 1. In first
stage of this model, the network analysis is done in terms of area size and node density parameters. Based on this, the
coverage range and area capabilities analysis is obtained from the work. In second stage of this model, controller node
identification over the network areas is done to provide the area level analysis. The analysis is here done under the energy,
load and fault criticality parameters. The fuzzy adaptive model is applied in this stage to provide the coverage level
optimization. In final stage of this model, the network capabilities are analyzed and the optimized communication under
coverage parameters.
Layer I :
Coverage Parameter Analysis

Layer II :
Controller Node Identification

Layer III :
Optimized Communication under
coverage vector
Figure 1 : Layered Communication Model
A)

Layer 1 :

In this layer, the network analysis is done under the area and the density parameters. The coverage and the localization is here
obtained on different network scenarios. The work is here applied on two different network scenarios and with different
density vectors. This stage provided the analysis on network nodes in terms of requirement of localization and the coverage.
The stage also performed the distance adaptive analysis on the network to obtain the location adaptive characteristics.
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Generate Network with N nodes

Perform the network coverage analysis
under the density parameters

Obtain the controller nodes under fuzzy
based parameters

Obtain the coverage parameters based
on the node adaptive criticalities

Identify the controller specific
communication based on the node
coverage

Perform the communication over the
network

Analyze the network capabilities under
analysis
Figure 2 : Adaptive Algorithmic Model
IV.
B)

CONCLUSION

Layer II

Once the coverage and localization analysis is done, the next work is to define the controllers over the network that can boost
up the communication by providing the coverage to the range node. The critical and the controller node selection is here done
based on fuzzy adaptive analysis. This analysis is done under the energy, distance, load and criticality parameters.
C)

Layer III

In final stage of this work, the communication is performed over the network. The communication is performed via the
controller nodes. The sensor nodes performs the communication with controller node and based on the controller specific
coverage analysis the communication is performed over the network.
V.
RESULTS
The presented work is simulated in matlab environment with random scenario. In this scenario, the nodes are placed
randomly with random specification of energy. The communication constraints are also defined in terms of energy
consumption associated with different communication operations. The communication is performed for 2000 rounds and the
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analysis of work is done in terms of network energy and life parameters. The work is defined to optimize the network
coverage and localization so that the optimized communication will be performed and network life will be improved

Figure 3 : Dead Node Analysis
Here figure 3 is showing the analysis of this presented work under dead node analysis. The figure is showing the analysis in
terms of dead nodes over the network. Here x axis is showing the communication rounds and y axis is showing the dead
nodes. The figure shows that the dead nodes in case of existing approach are higher than proposed work. It shows that the
overall network life in case of proposed work is improved. Another parameter considered relative to life is energy
consumption in the network. The analysis in terms of communication over the network is shown in figure 4

Figure 4: Network Communication Analysis
Here figure 4 is showing the network communication for the proposed coverage optimization algorithm.. The figure shows
that the work has provided the optimized communication over the network.
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VI.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an optimization model is presented for coverage level and localization level improvement over the network.
The work provided the improvement in the connectivity vector so that the overall communication strength is improved.
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